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Pok Hong Camp Site – Camping Equipment List 

(Non-Girl Guides’ Unit) 

Name of Applicant : 

 

Name of Organization:  

 

Date of Booking:  

 

   

Central Equipment:  1  set Unit:  6-8 persons/Unit 

Type of Camping Equipment (Central) Qtr Type of Camping Equipment (Unit) Qtr 

1. 6-person A Tent /4-person dome tent 1-2 1. 6-person A Tent / 4-person dome tent 1-2 

2. Fly sheet 2 2. Fly sheet 2 

3. Ground Sheet  3. Ground Sheet  

4. Sleeping Bag (Must bring own bed sheet) 4 4. Sleeping Bag (Must bring own bed sheet) 6-8 

5. Twin Gas Stove and Gas 
1 

5. Mini Gas Stove (Gas not provided) 

(Model: Koven, TKB-8712) 
2 

6. Kitchen Area Set: 

  Tray, Pot w/Lid, Water Drum, Pot, 

  Chinese Wok w/Cover and Wok-chan 

1 

6. 6 to 8-person Cookset 

1 

7. Basin & Colander Set: 

  Tin Opener, Chop Board, Chopper, Knife, Pot, 

  Pan, Big Spoon, Rice Ladle, Soup Ladle, 

  Plate ( big and small / 3 -piece Each) 

1 

7. Basin & Colander Set: 

  Tin Opener, Chop Board, Chopper, Knife, Pot, 

  Pan, Big Spoon, Rice Ladle, Soup Ladle, 

  Plate ( big and small / 3 -piece Each) 

1 

8. Rice Cooker (8 to 10-person) 1  

* The caretaker will provide different kind / quantity of tents to the users according to the NEEDS. 

* Campers must bring their eating utensils 

 
Regulations 

1. The Association is not responsible to any injuries or damages associated with the use of the camping equipment. Campers 

should know the correct way for using the items and pay cautious on safety. 

2. In order to keep the sleeping bags in clean and hygienic conditions, campers must bring along their own bed sheet for 

using the sleeping bags. If campers fail to do so, we shall not provide sleeping bags to them or they have to pay $20 to 

hire a bed sheet. Yet only few bed sheets are available at site so campers should remember to bring their own bed sheets. 

3. Campers should inspect the condition and quantity when borrowing or returning the camping equipment. Compensation 

will be claimed for any damages or losses and the in-charge have to complete the Damaged and Lost Items Record if 

necessary. Please return the clean and tidy equipment at least 2 hours before leaving. He/she should not leave the site 

before the caretaker inspects them. 

4. The applicant is responsible for the campers to comply with the above regulations 

5. The Association reserves the right for providing the camping equipment and amending the above regulations. 

 

Notice on Personal Data Policy  The personal data provided will be used for the relevant activity. The HKGGA can provide 

the personal data to anybody for the purpose of the operation of the activity or any other purposes that need the data. 
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